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UPCOMING EVENTS
February 12, 9:30am: Board of Directors meeting, open to all. Meeting at
Sangre de Cristo Electric Association meeting room in Buena Vista. Note 9:30
am start time!

February 25-27, 9am - 3pm: Fin clipping at Mt Ouray Fish Hatchery unit.
Volunteers needed! Please read the section below for details.

March 11, 6:30pm: Join us at the Boathouse Cantina in Downtown Salida.
Stuart Andrews, high mountain lake fishing guru, will present a program on
fishing the region's high lakes. 6:30 pm social time - show up earlier to have a
beverage and a bite to eat. Program starts at 7:00 pm

We are organizing the events for this year, and the new calendar will be on our
web site soon.

All our events can be also found on our online calendar.

https://www.collegiatepeakstu.org/calendar


CTU AWARDS 2019
By Keith Krebs
 
Like 2019, the annual CTU Rendezvous will be held in Glennwood Springs at
the Hotel Colorado from May 23 through May 26, 2020. The Rendezvous is a
high-quality event that provides multiple educational opportunities using break-
out sessions each day. It's a chance to meet new people, get new ideas and
find out what the other Colorado chapters are doing.
 
The keynote speakers have always been inspiring and informative. The food is
good and there is always time set aside for fishing at nearby
areas. Registration through the CTU website – www.coloradotu.org.
 
Collegiate Peaks Chapter was presented with three CTU awards at the 2019
Rendezvous. One for "Exemplary Youth Education" and two for "Outstanding
Volunteer", one for Barbara Plake and one for Keith Krebs.
 
It would be nice to break with tradition this year and have several chapter
members participate in this premier event. You do not have to be a Board
Member or an Officer. You only need to express an interest and make a
commitment. The Chapter has a policy of first-time attendees having their
registration fee paid by the Chapter.
 
All members should give serious consideration to participating and join the
fun. Who knows, you may even get an award.



FISHING QUOTE
"Chance is always powerful. Let your fly be always cast; in the pool where you
least expect it, there will be a fish."
 

Ovid, Roman poet, 43 B.C.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR TROUT FIN CLIPPING
 
When:  Tuesday - Feb 25th through Thursday - Feb 27th

Where: Mt. Ouray Fish Unit at Mt Shavano Hatchery – 7725 CR 154
 
Time: 8am to 3pm (or as much time as you can spend)
 
In past years, CPC Chapter members have volunteered with Michael Atwood,
Aquatic Biologist at Colorado Parks & Wildlife, with a project to fin clip trout as
part of his biological studies of trout. Michael has requested our help again this
year with fin clipping approximately 20,000 Gunnison River rainbows.

This is a great CPC volunteer event and CPW depends on our experienced
(and cold) hands to make this happen. Please consider volunteering. All hands
are needed and welcome for as much time as you can devote. Recruit your
friends and neighbors! Coffee and donuts provided in the a.m. Bring your own
lunch and dress warmly as we work in a wet and unheated space.

Please let Pam Simpson, CPC-CPW Volunteer Coordinator, know if you can
help or have any questions. E-mail her at pkssimpp@gmail.com or call 719-
395-7788.



GET TO KNOW: KEITH KREBS
How long have you been a TU member? For almost 11 years, all with CPC-
TU. Last year I became a Lifetime Member.

Are you a chapter board member and/or officer? Yes. I was just elected
Chapter President for 2020. Initially, I had one term as Presiding Officer that I
split with Jim Impara. This will be my third term as President over the last 5
years. Over the last 10 years, when I didn't serve as an officer, I was a Board
Member. Being the Youth Education Coordinator for the Chapter is on-going.

What drew you to joining TU? Before I moved here, I used to drive 3 hours
from Denver to fish at Hecla Junction every summer and became familiar with
this awe-inspiring area. Now I can get there in about 15 minutes. I had a long-
standing plan to engage in conservation action after retiring. I've always
believed in the mission of Trout Unlimited even before I could recite it.

When did you move to Nathrop and join CPC-TU? My wife Kay and I
moved full-time from Denver in 2008 after 2 years of semi-monthly trips to-and-
from the big city when we built our home.. I joined the Chapter in 2009.

Where are you originally from, and what did/do you do for a living? I'm an
authentic Colorado native and grew up in Denver. Attending Colorado
University in Boulder for six years resulted in a degree in Architecture. I
interned with several area architects until I got my license, at which time I
opened my own sole proprietor practice in Denver that lasted for 30 years.

What section of the Arkansas do you think fishes best, and when? The
Arkansas can be fantastic or fickle at any location and any time. I like to fish



upper Hayden Meadows where the river character is more like a small stream.
It usually fishes well in late summer and fall. I also walk/wade in the Stone
Bridge area because it is nearby and easily accessed so long as you wait out
the boat traffic.

What is your favorite Ark River fly? I like top water fishing so my go-to fly for
most occasions and locations is the Parachute Adams. I tie sizes 14 to 20.

LESSONS ON A GRAVEL BAR
By Jerry Wright

I first met Rod in the early 80's shortly after I moved to Denver from
Tennessee. With his tight smile, hesitant, deep laugh, and his love of fly-
fishing, I liked him right away. Having fished the small streams of the Smokies,
I had grown confident in catching willing brookies, but was quickly humbled
after several unsuccessful trips to the South Platte. Rod invited me to
accompany him into Cheeseman Canyon and the techniques he shared I use
to this day.  

Work took Rod to Utah, and we had sporadic contact in Provo or along the
Wasatch Mountains, but we never got to fish together. That all changed in
1986 when we found ourselves working together in southwestern Wyoming. I
ended up staying with Rod in a construction trailer on the Green River. Our
days consisted of working hard, then returning to the trailer to grab our rods
and head down to the Green searching for big browns. Off and on for the next
two years Rod and I fished together the upper Green venturing as far as
downstream of Flaming Gorge Dam. At Little Hole, I won a six-pack from Rod
when he proposed he would catch a fish on his first cast. He pulled in a
beautiful 18-inch rainbow downstream of a gravel riffle on his second cast with
a size 18 Blue-Winged Olive.  Later that evening, back at the trailer, I shared
my winnings and we relived the day.



Rod transferred to Billings, and our fishing expeditions moved from the Green
to the Bighorn. Rod thought December was the best time to fish, crowds were
gone and weed beds would have died back. Who was I to argue, so I packed
up my winter gear and headed north. We selected days when the daytime
temperature was above freezing and the wind only "moderate". We launched
Rod's drift boat, floated a short distance, anchored, dropped into the chilly
water and began casting and stripping a large black Wooly Bugger
streamer. Watching Rod double haul that streamer was poetry, and even
though my casts were clumsy and much shorter, we both landed multiple fish,
most exceeding 18 inches. We proceeded downriver stopping periodically to
fish or hug the leeward bank to get out of the wind. On one deep run Rod's line
straightened, his rod took a deep bend, and his reel began shedding line - "I
think it's a good one" his only comment. I dropped my rod in the boat, grabbed
the long handled net, and waded upstream along the submerged gravel bar to
watch the fun. What eventually ended up in the net was a 26-inch, hooked-
jawed brown. After that the wind didn't feel nearly as cold. Thus began my
pilgrimages to Montana.

On a subsequent trip I met the subject of this article, Dexter, an energetic,
orange-and-white Brittany pup. Did I mention energetic? He greeted me, with
wagging tail, licks and pink- nosed wet nuzzle. He was beautiful and Rod's new
bird dog, although Rod wasn't confident of Dexter's grouse-flushing skills. Did I
mention energetic?

Years passed, and with Rod's persistent and patient training, Dexter grew into
a fine bird dog and companion. While sometimes flushing birds well out of
range, with his personality he was readily forgiven. I know I mentioned
energetic.

Eventually our trip moved from December to spring for the blue-winged olive
hatch. Rod had sold his ageing drift boat, so we planned to wade fish. Arriving
late, I grabbed my gear and headed up the trail where I knew Rod would
be. Halfway up, an orange and white streak came out of the sage, tail
wagging. Once again, I was licked and pink-nosed nuzzled. Then Dexter was
off, his mission in the sagebrush not yet complete. Rod and I fished a while,
Dexter periodically checking in, then headed back to our cabin near Ft. Smith.
We sat on the porch a while reliving past trips and watching Dexter work the
field. After inhaling his can of dog food, Dexter finally lay down but I swear he
was still out there, running in his dreams.

The next day the three of us headed to our favorite fishing hole. Dexter, I
would say, was "unconfined to the path", but he would return now and then to
check our progress. "Why are those guys so slow?"

Fishing was good. We slipped into an easy rhythm, one fishing  while the other
sat back. Dexter, on the other hand, was not into relaxing. He took great
pleasure in diving into a still water eddy, retrieving sticks and rocks from the
bottom. He would go completely under in his pursuit and seemed oblivious to
us until the splashing of a fish-on caught his attention. He launched himself into
the current and attempted to help land the fish. It then became the job of the
person watching to hold Dexter to intercede his interception.  

That's when it happened. It was my turn to watch. Dexter and I sat patiently
observing our friend casting and drifting a dry fly down the run. All was well



until Rod hooked a nice fish, which resisted with two subsequent splashy
leaps. Dexter's trigger was pulled. He lunged forward straining while I gripped
his collar tightly. He was very strong with those well-exercised legs, but I held
fast. That's when Dexter changed his strategy. He lunged backward, pulling
out of his collar, and vaulted into the river to help his buddy retrieve the fish. To
our surprise he succeeded in grabbing the trout, swimming to shore, and
racing up the gravel bar, the still-hooked fish in his mouth. To the laughing
fishermen on the opposite bank, what followed must have looked and sounded
like a circus riot. Rod went charging up the bar, fly rod in hand, line still
connected to the hooked fish, futilely calling for Dexter to stop while I ran
behind carrying an empty collar. Eventually the parade stopped, Rod removed
the brown, unharmed due to Dexter's "soft mouth" and released the panicked
fish back into the river. Oh, the tales that fish can tell his children.  

That was the last time I fished with Rod. Ensuing grandchildren's birth and a
family health crisis have precluded my return to the Bighorn.  We've kept in
touch sharing hunting, fishing and family updates both sad and happy. In
December, Rod told me he had to have Dexter put down as those ever-moving
legs slowed down and finally stopped. He is heartbroken as am I for him.

I been there. I lost my fishing buddy Mae, a Wheaten Terrier, four years ago to
darn cancer. To this day, my mind sees her running the banks of the Arkansas
or sitting beside me intensely watching my dry fly floating the river.  

What is it about dogs that bores deep into our hearts? To my friend Rod I say
this: I look forward to being on the banks of the Bighorn with you again. Maybe
we can sit on that gravel bar and teach each other what our dogs have taught
us- an unfettered, energetic, exuberant life and how to be a loyal friend.



RIVER SPEAK
 

"I suspect, on some level, all of us who
consider ourselves "outdoors-people" --
whether we fish or hunt, bird watch, art,

gather mushrooms, hike or photograph --
are romantics at the core.

We experience something transcendent 
in those environs, something we idealize
in our hearts and minds, something that 

illuminates a spark of the divinity within us."
 

Joe Webb, "The Poets Sword"



TREASURE CREEK, CO: IT'S WORTH THE DRIVE
By Chris Duerksen, from Hook-N-Fly

(This article was printed in the Southwest Fly Fishing magazine, Jan/Feb
2020 edition. Included here with author's permission).

It's in the 70s. No, not the temperature, but my age. I am officially a
septuagenarian and on my annual birthday outing in late July, determined to
catch (and release) as many fish as my years on Earth. In this case, size really
doesn't matter. The physicality of fly fishing is getting to be increasingly
challenging, so I must pick my waters carefully.

My destination is a little-visited creek secluded at 10,000 feet in westernmost
Conejos County, Colorado, near the New Mexico border. I discovered this gem
of a creek through some dedicated sleuthing. My first tip was a cryptic
reference on an angling website: "It's worth the drive. That's all I will say." Then
I queried the guides at the local fly shop, Conejos River Anglers, just outside of
Antonito. Even though several had guided me on the Conejos River, they
seemed nonchalant about Treasure Creek and reticent to give me any details.
But their reticence betrayed them. I figured I was on to something. At daybreak
the next morning, I leave my travel trailer, aka mobile fish camp, at Ponderosa

https://hooknfly.com/2020/01/08/treasure-creek-co-its-a-gem/
https://hooknfly48.files.wordpress.com/2020/01/treasure-creek-article-sw-fly-fishing-jan-2020.pdf


Campground on the Conejos River.

It's only 31 miles to Treasure Creek according to Google Maps, but navigating
the narrow, washboard-riddled, occasionally rough road over Stunner Pass
takes two hours. I had entertained thoughts of pulling my trailer over the pass
on Forest Road 250 to Stunner Campground, located just below the
confluence of Treasure Creek and the Alamosa River, but when I hit the steep,
sharp switchbacks above the little resort at Platoro Reservoir, I thank my lucky
stars that I had abandoned that notion. Inching my way slowly over the pass, I
continue down another set of treacherous switchbacks rendered slippery
courtesy of rain last night.

Finally, I reach the bridge that spans the Alamosa River just below diminutive
Stunner Campground, about 2 miles below the mouth of Treasure Creek. I
jump out of my SUV for a peek, and my heart misses a beat: the Alamosa is
running a milky yellow with streamside rocks coated bright orange—a sure sign
of heavy-metal mining pollution. Have I been duped?

I turn south onto FR 380, a decent gravel road, do a quick circuit of the
primitive campground for possible future use, then gun my SUV up the valley
to get a look at Treasure Creek. I cross several small creeks, a couple of which
show signs of mining pollution, take a sharp turnoff onto FR 243 as I drive past
a pair of small lakes, and break into a big meadow about 4 miles above the
campground. Then I veer to the left on a faint track, hoping for a view of
Treasure Creek, but find my way blocked by a big, muddy water hole. It doesn't
look too bad, so I creep forward, then groan as I feel my vehicle wallowing in
the mire. A quick shift into four-wheel drive, and I am slip-sliding away. Close
call. When the track peters out, I walk to a nearby ridge that overlooks
Treasure Creek where it descends into colorfully named Horse Thief
Canyon...and see a pair of fine trout finning in the crystal-clear pool below. Ka-
ching!

As is the case in many mountain valleys in Colorado, mining played a
significant role in shaping what we see today in the Alamosa River drainage.
Stunner Campground derives its name from a rowdy mining camp called
Stunner that, at its peak in 1892, was home to 400 miners, gamblers, and
assorted hangers-on. Gold was the game. The names of the mines reflected
the hopes and travails of the hearty souls who toiled here: Cornucopia, Snow
Storm, and, of course, one named after a miner's daughter, The Louise. But it
didn't last long. The miners moved on to bonanzas in places like nearby
Summitville.

[...]

Click here to continue reading...

https://hooknfly.com/2020/01/08/treasure-creek-co-its-a-gem/


TU IS SUING THE EPA OVER BRISTOL BAY
PROTECTIONS
By Will Poston, from Flylords Mag

Yesterday, news broke that the Bristol Bay Defense Alliance filed a lawsuit
against the Environmental Protection Agency in the United States District
Court for the District of Alaska. The Alliance alleges EPA broke the law, when
the Agency withdrew its Proposed Determination this past summer. This
Proposed Determination refers to a July 2014 decision, where the EPA found
that Bristol Bay “is an area of unparalleled ecological value, boasting salmon
diversity and productivity unrivaled anywhere in North America.” Then, on
August 30, 2019, the EPA announced that they would be withdrawing that
Proposed Determination.

Well, the Bristol Bay Defense Alliance–which is made up of Bristol Bay tribal,
commercial fishing, and economic organizations–is suing EPA on the grounds
that this decision was arbitrary and capricious, arguing it had no rational basis,
was an abuse of discretion, and was unlawful.

In a different lawsuit, today, Trout Unlimited (TU) separately challenges EPA’s
decision to withdraw the 2014 Proposed Determination in the United States
District Court for the District of Alaska. TU in its court filing argues: “EPA has
wholly failed to explain why it cannot keep the Proposed Determination in place
as the record develops, why science and data is not necessary here, and how
the record evidence can possibly support a withdrawal of the Proposed
Determination.” TU (represented pro bono by Sheppard, Mullin, Richter &
Hampton LLP) goes on to allege EPA violated both the Administrative
Procedure Act (APA) and the Clean Water Act (CWA) in its Withdrawal
Decision.

First, TU alleges EPA violated the APA by providing faulty, arbitrary and
capricious, and misguided justifications for the withdrawal. The APA governs
how federal agencies develop and implement regulations. TU alleges EPA did
not adequately explain its decision to withdraw the Proposed Determination

https://flylordsmag.com/breaking-news-trout-unlimited-is-suing-the-epa-over-bristol-bay-protections/


given the ample scientific evidence that Pebble Mine would “pose
unacceptable adverse effects” and, thus, “rendering the decision arbitrary,
capricious, an abuse of discretion, and/or not in accordance with law.”

[...]

Click here to continue reading...

PEBBLE’S ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
IS FATALLY FLAWED
By Rich Borden, from Anchorage Daily News

During my 35-year career I have performed permitting, design and
environmental work at more than 50 mines and mining projects across the
world. As former head of environment for Rio Tinto’s Copper and Diamonds
Product Group, I also gained a deep understanding of the challenges posed by
the responsible development, operation and closure of large copper mines.

The proposed Pebble Mine in Bristol Bay is located in the most sensitive,
globally significant and challenging environmental setting of any mining project
I have ever reviewed. It will be extremely difficult to construct, operate and
close a commercially viable mine in this setting that does not do permanent
harm to the region’s world-class salmon fishery. I believe mining is needed to
sustain our society, but that does not mean that all mines should be
developed, no matter their environmental, commercial and social cost.

Right now, the Pebble Partnership is completing an Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) for a mining project located in the headwaters of two of the
world’s most important salmon-bearing rivers. The proposed project would only
mine about 10% of the resource, but even this smaller mine would create very
large environmental impacts and risks in the heart of the Bristol Bay region.

https://flylordsmag.com/breaking-news-trout-unlimited-is-suing-the-epa-over-bristol-bay-protections/
https://www.adn.com/opinions/2020/01/12/ive-worked-in-mining-for-decades-pebbles-environmental-impact-statement-is-fatally-flawed/?emci=ad7a6f6b-3637-ea11-a1cc-2818784d084f&emdi=3f53fdc3-a038-ea11-a1cc-2818784d084f&ceid=172228


Despite these concerns, the EIS is scheduled for completion in roughly half the
time of a typical new mining project. The draft EIS released in 2019 does not
even meet industry standard practice. It lacks critical detail and contains an
unacceptable number of deficiencies, omissions and errors. In many cases its
conclusions are clearly wrong.

The deep flaws in the EIS have been forcefully highlighted by agencies of the
Trump Administration, including the Department of the Interior, Environmental
Protection Agency, Fish and Wildlife Service, and National Marine Fisheries
Service. Despite the strategic deficiencies, the Army Corps of Engineers
continues to stand by their rushed schedule which does not seek new field
data or additional public comment on the next revision of the EIS.

[...]

Click here to continue reading...

VIDEO OF THE WEEK: FINDING COMMON GROUND
By Conner Grimes, from Flylords Mag

With our sport rapidly growing, there is unfortunately sometimes conflict on the
river. I have heard multiple cases of anglers complaining about others
bothering them in one way or another. This film aims to solve some of those
issues. Finding Common Ground is a series put on by Fat Bottom Brewing that
brings together people from multiple industries that often knock heads. Some
other episodes in this series include rock climbers colliding with hunters, and
mountain bikers encountering off roaders. In this video they focus on a fly
fisherman and a kayaker.

The film focuses on Leland Miyawaki, an avid fly fisherman, and Tyler Bradt, a
professional kayaker. They both discuss the stereotypes of each other and
begin to understand the perspective of the other person. Throughout the film
they have the opportunity to experience each other’s passions and realize that

https://www.adn.com/opinions/2020/01/12/ive-worked-in-mining-for-decades-pebbles-environmental-impact-statement-is-fatally-flawed/?emci=ad7a6f6b-3637-ea11-a1cc-2818784d084f&emdi=3f53fdc3-a038-ea11-a1cc-2818784d084f&ceid=172228
https://flylordsmag.com/video-of-the-week-finding-common-ground/


they are both fighting for a common goal, to protect public lands. Be sure to
check out the full film to see what you can do to help their cause.

Click here to see the video.

If you'd like to share a short note and some photos from a recent trip, please
submit them to our editor.submit them to our editor. Anyone willing to contribute a column would be
appreciated.

EDITOR-PERMANENTLY-AD-HOC: Tom Palka. Members are encouraged to
contribute to this publication: fishing stories, experiences, or quotes. Send
questions or submissions by email to editor@collegiatepeakstu.orgeditor@collegiatepeakstu.org. Editor's
deadline is the 23rd of the month.
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